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In attaining our ideals,our means
should be as pure as the end!
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The US has been trying to buy Greenland for a long
time. In 1946, president Harry Truman offered $100 mn
for the island. In fact, US interest in the island goes
back to 1867.
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USA: THE BUYOUT NATION
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US President Donald Trump’s recent offer to buy Greenland led to a little
diplomatic tiff with Denmark. However, transfer of land between sovereign nations
without any war is not uncommon, neither was the idea to acquire Greenland

OTHER BUYOUT NATIONS

LAND VALUE
China, US and UK have
been buying up land in
Brazil, Australia and
Ethiopia to grow food.

Hong Kong
Macau

There have been suggestions that Greece
may sell some islands
to pay off debts.

ALASKA
Most of US’ current territory was bought from other nations.
The US bought Alaska for $7.2 million in 1867 since the
Russians felt it would be difficult to defend the territory
in case of a war.

PAMIR
MOUNTAINS
China struck a deal
with Tajikistan in
2011 to buy 1,000 sq
km in the Pamir
mountains area.

SPANISH ISLANDS

FINNISH LAND

Germany bought Caroline
& Mariana Islands from
Spain in 1899.

Former USSR bought JaniskoskiNiskakoski territory from Finland
for 700 mn Finnish markka in 1947.

Maldives, Nauru and Kiribati, which could sink as sea
levels rise, are said to be looking at buying land in
other countries.

GWADAR

CARIBBEAN ISLANDS

Pakistan bought the port city
from Oman in 1958 for 5.5 bn
Pakistani rupees.

France bought Saint Barthelemy in
the West Indies from Sweden for
320 thousand French Franc in 1878.

ISLANDS ON LEASE
MACAU

HONG KONG

It was leased to Portugal
by China in 1557. The
Portuguese got perpetual
colonial rights in 1887 but
control was ceded back to
China in 1999.

The UK took Hong Kong,
Kowloon, and some other
territories on lease from
China. Some portions were
ceded in perpetuity.

LOUISIANA
US’ biggest buy was Louisiana from France for $15 million in
1801. Before this, Louisiana was Spain’s from 1763 and 1801
after France ceded it to Spain to pull the country into its
war against Britain. Spain returned it to France in 1801.

IN THE SUBCONTINENT

FLORIDA
Bought from
Spain in 1819
for $5 mn

MUMBAI
PHILIPPINE ISLAND
Bought from Spain in 1946, given up later.

DANISH WEST INDIES
(Now known as US Virgin Islands). Bought
from the Danes for $25 mn in 1916.

MEXICO

US paid Mexico nearly $30 mn for buying
different territories between 1848 and 1856.

Appsolutely
child’s play
Phone apps are important as people have
become highly dependent on them to carry
out their daily work. Here are a few apps
developed by students...
SMARTKINSANIMALS FOR ANIMAL WORLD
At the age of seven, Anvitha Vijay from Melbourne,
Australia started learning how to code by watching
free YouTube tutorials to develop an app for her little
sister. A year later, she had mastered the art of coding

Bombay came to the
British from the
Portuguese as part of
the 1661 marriage
treaty of Charles II of
England and Catherine
of Braganza, daughter
of Portugal’s King
John IV.

INDIA-BANGLADESH ENCLAVES
India and Bangladesh exchanged land on the border to make life easier for
inhabitants of enclaves and lay roads.

and launched her own app, Smartkins Animals.
This is an interactive application that allows
children to identify and learn about animals.
At the age of nine, she was also the youngest participant of the Worldwide Developers Conference heralded by Apple.

QUITE SUMMLY: Often, reading through an entire
news story can be tiring. So, at the age of 15, self-taught
coder Nick D’Aloisio from Oxford, England developed a
news reading mobile application called Summly which provided the reader with a summary of news articles along
with some general facts on the subject. The app was later
sold to Yahoo for $30 million when Nick was just 17.

FINISH LINE
Ryan Orbuch and Michael Hansen from Boulder, Colarado, are the co-founders of Finish, a
best-selling iPhone app which helps people manage their to-do lists and deadlines. They started developing the app at the age of 15, and released it at 16. The app topped the charts in
the Apple App Store in the productivity sec-

tion and even beat the famous Angry Birds
app, for five hours.

CONTACTLESS CARDSHARE
At the age of 13, self-taught coder Pierce Freeman from Bay Area, California, developed the
mobile application CardShare in 2009. The app
acted as a medium through which people
could share their customised business cards
without any physical material such as paper. The app, when launched, was the first-ofits-kind and was almost immediately approved
by Apple for the App store.

EZSCHOOLBUS LOCATOR
When 12-year-old Chennai boy Arjun Kumar’s
parents were worried about his safety on his
way home from school, an idea to build a mobile app struck him. That’s how Ez School Bus
Locator came to be. It helps parents and educational institutions track their ward’s live
location, verify their presence in the vehicle, and gives estimates regarding their time
of arrival. The app won first place in the K-8
division of the 2012 ‘MIT App Inventor’ competition. It also won the ‘Google India Code to Learn
Contest 2015’. later.

